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24680 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24Between-strand disulﬁdes: forbidden disulﬁdes linking
adjacent b-strands†
Naomi L. Haworthabc and Merridee A. Wouters*de
Between-strand disulﬁdes (BSDs) connect cysteine (Cys) residues across adjacent strands of b-sheets. There
are four BSD types which can be found in regular b-structure: CSDs, which link residues immediately
opposite each other in the b-structure (residues i and j); ETDs, which connect Cys out of register by one
residue (i and j  1); BDDs, which join Cys at positions i and j  2; and BFDs, which link residues i and j
 3. Formation of these disulﬁdes was initially predicted to be forbidden, producing too much local
strain in the protein fold. However, BSDs do exist in nature. Signiﬁcantly, their high levels of strain allow
them to be involved in redox processes under physiological conditions. Here we characterise BSD motifs
found in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), discussing important intrinsic factors, such as the disulﬁde
conformation and torsional strain, and extrinsic factors, such as the inﬂuence of the b-sheet
environment on the disulﬁde and vice versa. We also discuss the biological importance of BSDs,
including the prevalence of non-homologous examples in the PDB, the conservation of BSD motifs
amongst related proteins (BSD clusters) and experimental evidence for BSD redox activity. For clusters of
homologous BSDs we present detailed data of the disulﬁde properties and the variations of these
properties amongst the “redundant” structures. Identiﬁcation of disulﬁdes with the potential to be
involved in biological redox processes via the analysis of these data will provide important insights into
the function and mechanism of BSD-containing proteins. Characterisation of thiol-based redox
signalling pathways will lead to signiﬁcant breakthroughs in understanding the molecular basis of
oxidative stress and associated pathways, such as ageing and neurodegenerative diseases.Introduction
Disulde bonds are important elements of protein structure. By
forming cross-links between diﬀerent regions of a polypeptide
chain, disuldes can help stabilise complex protein folds.
Recognition of this important property led to the prevailing
paradigm in structural biology that disulde bonds are present
in proteins purely to enhance structural stability. However, it is
now well-established that some disuldes perform an alternate,
functional role in their associated proteins. For example, in
thiol–disulde oxidoreductases an active site disulde is
reduced and re-oxidized as part of the catalytic cycle1–3 and in
Tissue Factor disulde reduction activates the signalling func-
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705sub-proteomes: a purely structural group and a redox-active
group which is physiologically regulated.5 As well as being
important for normal cell function, redox-active disuldes are
likely to be involved in pathological conditions involving
abnormal redox states such as cardiovascular failure, neuro-
degenerative diseases and ageing.6
A major factor which diﬀerentiates structurally stabilising
and redox-active disuldes is the context of the disulde within
the protein structure. Both the electrostatic environment in the
neighbourhood of the disulde7 andmechanical stresses within
the cross-link8 aﬀect the lability of the S–S bond. One of the
most important sources of mechanical stress on a disulde
bond is its intrinsic torsional strain. Formation of a disulde
within a protein fold can force the dihedral angles of both the
S–S bond and the cysteine (Cys) sidechains into strained
conformations.9–11 Oxidation of thiol pairs may also induce
stress within the protein backbone by constraining secondary
structure to higher energy conformations.
From an evolutionary point of view, it might na¨ıvely be
expected that strained regions of proteins should be selected
against. However, if these stresses serve a useful purpose, it may
be benecial for the protein to accommodate them. Indeed,
research into the energetics of protein structures in the 1990s
revealed that eliminating sources of strain in protein structuresThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Paper RSC Advancesgenerally has an adverse eﬀect on protein function.12–19 Thus,
the ability to recognize disuldes in strained protein contexts
may prove a useful predictor of functional redox activity.
In 1981 Richardson and Thornton identied a suite of
protein contexts where the conformational constraints of
primary and secondary structures were expected to preclude
oxidation of Cys pairs to disuldes.20,21 These “Richardson–
Thornton (RT) rules” specify that disuldes should not be found
between Cys pairs: A – on adjacent b-strands‡;20 B – in a single
helix or strand;21 C – on non-adjacent strands of the same
b-sheet;21 and D – adjacent in the sequence.21 Nevertheless,
disuldes have since been found in all of these protein
contexts.22,23 We believe the existence of such disuldes casts
the “rules” in a diﬀerent light. Rather than dening protein
contexts which are inaccessible for disuldes, they allow iden-
tication of disuldes which are likely to be highly strained, and
hence functionally signicant. In analogy to disallowed regions
of the Ramachandran plot,24 we have dubbed such disuldes
“forbidden”.22
Of particular interest are disuldes disobeying RT rule A. As
these link Cys residues on adjacent strands of a b-sheet, they
have been dubbed “between-strand disuldes” (BSDs). BSDs
constitute the majority of forbidden disuldes, as will be shown
below. In earlier work22 we identied three major classes of
BSDs: cross-strand disuldes (CSDs), which link Cys residues
immediately opposite each other on adjacent b-strands;
b-diagonal disuldes (BDDs), linking Cys which are out of
register with respect to the b-ladder by two residues; and b-ip
disuldes (BFDs), linking Cys out of register by three residues.
BSDs have been recognised and discussed in the scientic
literature for over 35 years. However, the vast majority of these
studies deal exclusively with CSDs. We have found only one
mention25 of disuldes belonging to other BSD classes outside
our own work.22,26 The rst report of a CSD in the scientic
literature was published in 1978. In this paper, which pre-dates
the development of the RT rules, Ueyama and Araki describe a
synthetic CSD-linked dipeptide system.27 The “forbidden”
nature of CSDs was rst recognized 25 years ago by the research
group of Balaram.28 Although their work focused on the prop-
erties of CSDs in synthetic peptides,29–32 Balaram et al. were also
the rst to identify CSDs in crystal structures of natural
proteins.33–36 Additionally, they recognised that CSDs adopt an
unusual conformation,28 later dubbed the “right-handed
staple”25 (see Fig. 3A). In the 1990s, several data mining studies
reported an unexpectedly high frequency for Cys pairs as cross-
strand partners in b ladders.37–41 Oxidation of these Cys to a CSD
is favoured in some, but not all, b-sheet contexts (see below).
Over the past 10 years several groups have analysed disulde
conformations adopted by CSDs in the PDB and assessed the
associated torsional strain.23,42–45 Although the size of the data-
sets varied, all studies found an extremely strong preference for
CSDs to adopt the right-handed staple conformation and most
found the average torsional strain of CSDs to be higher than for
disuldes in general.‡ Thornton21 did observe an exception to this rule.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013Despite their unusual and strained geometry, formation of
CSDs produces a net stabilising eﬀect in both antiparallel43,46,47
and parallel48 b-structures. This has been widely exploited in
studies of protein folding and in protein engineering, with
many investigations of the factors aﬀecting b-hairpin formation
being probed via the kinetics of CSD oxidation.49–55 More
recently the same principles have been used to investigate
folding mechanisms of b-sheets in natural proteins.46,56 CSD-
stabilised b-structures have also been employed in the devel-
opment of synthetic mimics of biologically active b-hairpins57–59
and in the engineering of multi-strand b-sheets.60,61
In the past decade, interest in the biological signicance of
natural CSDs has also grown. CSDs are common in a wide
variety of proteins, including those involved in the cell cycle,22
signal transduction,22 viral entry into cells,23,62 and blood coag-
ulation.22,45,63,64CSDs are proposed to play a role in the storage of
potential energy23 and in the control of allosteric processes45,63
in proteins. Importantly, around 10 years ago work on a few key
proteins, such as CD4,62 DsbD65 and GFP,66 revealed a link
between CSDs and redox-activity. Subsequently it was hypoth-
esised that CSDs, as a group, have a functional redox role in
proteins.23
While the importance of CSDs is now well established, the
structures and potential functionalities of other, rarer, BSD
motifs are yet to be examined in detail. In a recent reassessment
of BSDs in the PDB we observed appreciable numbers of many
of these rarer motifs, including some not previously described.
In this work we aim to comprehensively classify and charac-
terise all possible BSD motifs. In order to do this, we have
devised a nomenclature for characterising BSDs and developed
various tools and methodologies for motif analysis. In partic-
ular, we have generated a dataset of all disuldes found in high-
and medium-resolution X-ray structures in the PDB (see
Methods). The development of this dataset has allowed us to
identify important structural factors characterising and dis-
tinguishing each BSD motif. The analysis includes both local
factors, such as the hydrogen bonding pattern, the disulde
conformation and the resulting torsional strain, as well as the
inuence of the disulde on the surrounding b-sheet. Here, we
describe the nomenclature and tools we have used as well as the
development of the dataset. We also give an overview and
summary of the properties of the various BSD types. Each of
these BSD types will be described in more detail in companion
papers.67–69 Finally, we attempt to put these data into a biolog-
ical context.Results and discussion
1. Structural considerations and nomenclature
A. BSD types – relative position of Cys residues within the
b-ladder. Within regular b-structure there are four possible
types of BSD, dened according to their cross-strand connec-
tivity. These are easiest to describe in terms of the hydrogen
bonding diagram in Fig. 1.
If the N-terminal Cys residue in a protein sequence is
labelled i and the residue immediately opposite it on the adja-
cent b-strand (its cross-strand partner or b-partner) is labelled j,RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24681
Fig. 1 Relative residue positions in parallel (top) and antiparallel (bottom) b-
ladders. Residues are represented by blue squares. Hydrogen bonds are shown as
arrows pointing from the NH group to the carbonyl.
RSC Advances Paperthen a cross-strand disulde (CSD) links residues i and j
(Fig. 2A). CSDs do not generally cause signicant distortion of
the b-ladder, as can be seen in the ribbon diagrams in Fig. 2A.
We note that the small deviations from planarity seen in the
CSD ribbon diagrams reect the natural twist of the b-ladder.
As the sidechains of consecutive residues in b-strands are
found on alternate sides of the b-sheet, the sidechains of resi-
dues j + 2 and j  2 will be on the same surface of the sheet as
that of residue i. A disulde linking these residues would stretch
diagonally across the inter-strand space, hence these have been
called b-diagonal disuldes (BDDs; Fig. 2B). The connection of
these residues requires some warping of the sheet.
The sidechains of residues j + 4 and j  4 are also on the
same side of the sheet as residue i, however no examples have
yet been found where two Cys out of register by more than three
residues in the same b-ladder form a disulde. Based on the
series of ribbon diagrams in Fig. 2, it seems likely that, should
such a disulde form, the large intra-sheet gap between the
residues would allow the sheet to fold over on itself, resulting in
a disulde which is unstrained and therefore not “forbidden”.
In contrast, the sidechains of residues j + 1, j  1, j + 3 and
j  3 are found on the opposite side of canonical b-sheet to that
of residue i. It might therefore be expected that a Cys at position
i could not form a disulde with any of these residues. Never-
theless, such BSDs are found in the PDB. Twisting of both
b-strands is required to bring the two Cys onto the same sheet
surface so they can link. This is accomplished by one residue in
each strand adopting an a backbone conformation. The net
result is a “ip” in the b-ladder, with the even numbered resi-
dues of the polypeptide chain on one side of the disulde
ending up on the same sheet surface as the odd numbered
residues on the other side of the BSD (ie. i  1 and i  3 are on
the same sheet surface as i + 2 and i + 4). For this reason,
disuldes connecting residues i and j  3 are called b-ip
disuldes (BFDs; Fig. 2C).
Initial examples of disuldes connecting residues i and j  1
were found at the ends of b-structures, consequently these were
named end-twist disuldes (ETDs).26 More recently, however,
we have found examples embedded in the middle of b-ladders
(Fig. 2D). Hence the term “end-twist” is not fully descriptive and
we simply use the letters “ETD”. As can be seen in the ribbon
structures of Fig. 2C and 2D, both BFDs and ETDs are associ-
ated with signicant bending of the b-ladder.24682 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705The hydrogen bonding patterns of b-sheets containing resi-
dent CSDs and BDDs are entirely regular (as seen in Fig. 2A and
2B). In contrast, for ETDs and BFDs (Fig. 2C and 2D) the
patterns more closely resemble those of b-bulges. The pattern
for a BFD in parallel b-sheet is very closely related to that for a P-
bent bulge,72 shown in Fig. S1, ESI.† Generally, however, the
dashed hydrogen bond in the diagrams is missing and a
sharper bend (60) is seen than for P-bent bulges (120). In
antiparallel b-sheet, the hydrogen bonding patterns for ETDs
and BFDs resemble back-to-back classic bulges (C for aETDs
and C+ for aBFDs;72 see Fig. S1, ESI†). Nevertheless, outside the
immediate vicinity of the disulde the hydrogen bonding
remains regular and in-register.
In summary, the register of the two Cys residues denes the
BSD type. We recognise four BSD types in regular b-sheet
(“regular BSDs”):
1. CSDs: linking Cys residues at positions i and j;
2. ETDs: linking Cys residues at positions i and j  1;
3. BDDs: linking Cys residues at positions i and j  2;
4. BFDs: linking Cys residues at positions i and j  3.
BSDs can also be found associated with non-canonical
b-structures that produce a change in register between the
b-strands. Such disuldes bridge across, reach into or are con-
tained within wide, classic, G1 and special b-bulges.72 These
“b-bulge BSDs” are a complex set of structures which will be
discussed in more detail elsewhere.
To quantify the relative abundance of each of these BSD
types, we created a dataset of disuldes found in protein
structures. Derived from the July 2011 snapshot of the PDB
(PDB Archive Version 4.0), the dataset contains all disulde
bonds from X-ray crystal structures with a resolution of 3 A˚ or
better. It comprises 71,337 disuldes from 29,261 PDB les.
Over 10% of the disuldes (7,422) are BSDs in regular b-sheet. A
further 2,298 are associated with non-canonical b-structures
(b-bulge BSDs). This gives a total of 9,720 disuldes in the
snapshot of the PDB which break RT rule A. In comparison, the
total number of disuldes which break RT rules B, C or D is
3701. Thus, regular BSDs comprise around 75% of the
“forbidden” disuldes in the PDB. As might be expected, the
majority of regular BSDs are CSDs (5,187 disuldes), with BDDs
being the second most common motif (1,913 disuldes). ETDs
and BFDs, which are much rarer, are represented by 69 and 253
disuldes respectively.
It is well known that some proteins are overrepresented in
the PDB, while only a single structure may have been elucidated
for others. In order to obtain a clearer picture of the relative
abundance of each regular BSD type, we grouped homologous
disuldes in our dataset to produce a normalised set of 425 non-
homologous BSD “clusters” (see Methods). The CSDs in our
dataset constituted 298 clusters (70%), BDDs were represented
by 106 clusters (25%), while we found 13 and 8 clusters of ETDs
and BFDs (3% and 2%) respectively. We note that where
statistics are presented in this work as numbers, averages,
percentages, etc. of “disuldes”, each disulde in question is an
individual entry in our dataset. Where normalised statistics for
clusters of non-homologous BSDs are presented, this is clearly
indicated.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 2 The four distinct regular BSD types (A–D). In our database, these are represented by the nine BSD motifs depicted. Within a type, these diﬀer according to the
relative orientation of the strands and the positions of the backbone hydrogen bonds. For each motif the hydrogen bonding pattern which deﬁnes its true-BSD sub-
motif is shown schematically (see Section 1Ca). An example PDB structure from our dataset is also given, along with a ribbon diagram for the b-ladder containing the
disulﬁde (prepared using Molscript70 and Raster3D71). These ribbon diagrams show the deformation of the structure due to the presence of the BSD. (A) The three
possible CSD motifs (Cys in register; normal twisting of the b-ribbon). (B) The three possible BDD motifs (Cys out of register by two residues resulting in a diagonal
connection between strands; some additional twisting of the b-ribbon). (C) BFDs (Cys out of register by three residues, resulting in signiﬁcant folding of the b-ribbon).
(D) ETDs (Cys out of register by one residue, also resulting in a bent b-ribbon). (E) The relative numbers of disulﬁdes of each BSDmotif in our dataset. The number of non-
homologous clusters for each motif is shown in parentheses.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24683
Paper RSC Advances
RSC Advances PaperB. BSD conformations and structural strain. As noted in
the introduction, the stability of a disulde, and hence its
likelihood of involvement in reactive processes, is dependent on
its conformation. The conformation is dened by the three
central disulde dihedral angles:21 c2 (CaCbSgSg0), c3
(CbSgSg0Cb0) and c20 (SgSg0Cb0Ca0) (see Fig. 3A), with preferred
values of 90 for c3, and 60 or 180 for c2 and c20. c3 is
positive for right-handed disuldes and negative for le-
handed conformations.20,21 Deviations of the dihedral angles
from the optimal values result in torsional strain on the disul-
de linkage. This decreases the stability of the system and
renders the disulde bond more susceptible to reduction. Oen
the Cys sidechains must adopt non-optimal dihedral angles to
allow a “forbidden” disulde to form.
Fig. 3 shows the conformations adopted by disuldes in our
dataset mapped onto a calculated potential energy surface (PES)
for torsion around c2, c3 and c20 (See Methods and references
therein). Fig. 3D shows “allowed” disuldes (ie. those which do
not break any of the RT rules) and Fig. 3C shows BSDs in regular
b-structure (ie. disuldes which break RT rule A). As reported
earlier,10 in the majority of disuldes in the PDB these three key
dihedral angles are close to the optimal values. This means they
sit in low energy wells on the PES (medium and dark blue
regions in Fig. 3D). These relatively unstrained disuldes are
expected to play purely structural roles in proteins. The largest
proportion of disuldes in the PDB (35%) is associated with the
lower le minimum of the PES (Fig. 3D). This is the lowest
energy region of the PES and corresponds to disuldes adopting
the spiral conformation20 (see Fig. 3B for conformation names).
In the spiral conformation c2, c3 and c20 have absolute values
close to 60, 90 and 60 respectively, all with the same
sign.10,20,21 In contrast, disuldes embedded as BSD motifs
rarely adopt the spiral conformation (see Fig. 3C and 3E).
a) Conformations of CSDs. Cross-strand disuldes (CSDs) have
a very strong tendency to adopt the staple conformation (upper
right-hand corner of the PES, see Fig. 3E).28,44,73 In staples, c2, c3
and c20 have similar absolute values to those seen for the spiral
conformation, but c3 has the opposite sign to c2 and c20. For c3
 90 the staple region of the plot is a reasonably at,
medium-energy ledge on the shoulder of the highest energy
maximum on the surface§.11 Fig. 3A shows a disulde adopting
the right-handed staple conformation. As noted by Richard-
son,20 the staple enforces a shorter Ca–Ca distance (approx.
4.0 A˚) than that usually found between adjacent b-strands
(approx. 4.5 A˚74). Hence, the system must be strained to
accommodate the disulde. This shortened Ca–Ca distance was
conrmed in experimental studies on b-peptides.75 Thus two
important characteristics of CSDs are that they are more
strained than structural disuldes, and that they are reasonably
stable to perturbations of the dihedral angles due to their
location on the at ledge of the PES.§ Note: at c3 ¼ 100 (shown in the gure) a shallow minimum (1.5 kJ mol1 at its
deepest point) has formed in this part of the PES, however the energy is always
more than 9 kJ mol1 higher than in the spiral region.
24684 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705Harrison and Sternberg25 proposed the staple to be the only
conformation which allows the Cys Ca atoms to come into the
close proximity required for the cross-strand b-partners of a
CSD. Close inspection of Fig. 3E, however, reveals that not all
CSDs in our dataset are staples. While in all CSDs at least one of
c2 or c20 is around 90 (top or right sides of the PES), the
second dihedral angle can vary quite widely, with values ranging
from a low of 140 (on the edges of the staple population
distribution), through 0, to a high of +90. These higher c2/c20
values are associated with the saddle points between the hook
(upper le and lower right) and GGT (centre le and centre
bottom) potential energy wells (one of c2 and c20 120 and
the other +60). While the torsional energy of a disulde
occupying these saddle regions of the PES is higher than for a
disulde adopting the staple conformation, the Ca–Ca distance
is, as for the staple, compatible with adjacent b-strands.67
Disuldes of all BSD types can be found in these saddle-point
regions. Although disulde conformations are conventionally
associated with minima on the surface, due to its importance
for BSDs, we designate an additional conformation for disul-
des occupying these saddle-point regions, which we call the
“saddle” conformation.
b) Conformations of other BSDs. The saddle regions lie in the
middle of the population distributions for most BDDs (see
Fig. 3E), with the major BDD sub-populations spreading from
the saddle regions into the minima on either side. Thus, most
BDDs are found with hook, GGT or saddle conformations, i.e.
with one of c2 or c20 close to +60 (bottom and le sides of the
PES) and the other adopting a negative value. There is also a
small sub-population of BDDs in the neighbourhood of the
minor maximum on the PES adjacent to the staple region
(labelled “max” in Fig. 3B).
In contrast with CSDs and BDDs, the BFDs in our dataset
have a stronger tendency to be associated with minima on the
PES. They usually adopt spiral or GGT conformations, with one
of c2 or c20 close to +60 and the other in the region of +60 or of
180 respectively. ETD structures are too rare in the current
dataset to identify any conformational preferences. We note
that no BSDs in the dataset adopt an extended conformation
and they are rarely associated with the G0GT minima.
c) Torsional energies of BSDs. The PES, together with the
disulde dihedral angles from the crystal structure, can be used
to calculate the torsional energy of each disulde bond in our
dataset.11 (SeeMethods.) The average total torsional energy (TTE)
for all disuldes in the dataset is 12 8 kJmol1. At arst glance,
the average TTE of 14 6 kJmol1 for BSDs in regular b-structure
does not appear to be signicantly diﬀerent from this overall
average. Comparison of the energy distributions, however, is
more informative. Fig. 4 shows the TTE distributions for
“allowed”disuldes, for regular BSDs (ie. CSDs, ETDs, BDDs and
BFDs), for b-bulges BSDs and for all other “forbidden” disuldes
(ie. disuldes that breakRT rulesB–D). Although the averageTTE
for “allowed” disuldes (11 8 kJ mol1) is not appreciably less
than for disuldes in general, Fig. 4 shows that their population
peaks at amuch lower energy (in the 5–7.5 kJmol1 bin) than theThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 3 Disulﬁde conformations. (A) Deﬁnitions of the dihedral angles of a disulﬁde bond (c1, c2, c3, c20 , c10) and the Ca–Ca distance. The conformation shown is the
right-handed staple seen for almost all CSDs (c2  60 , c2  +90 and c2  60). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted to improve clarity. Figure prepared using
Molscript70 and Raster3D.71 (B) The regions of the disulﬁde torsional potential energy surface (PES) associated with the disulﬁde conformations listed in Table 3, mapped
onto the surface. Traditional conformations (associated with minima) are shown in normal script. Additional regions of the PES with appreciable BSD populations are
shown in italics. (C) Disulﬁde conformations adopted by BSDs in regular b-structure mapped onto the PES. (D) Conformations adopted by disulﬁdes which do not
disobey any of the Richardson-Thornton rules (“allowed” disulﬁdes) mapped onto the PES. (E) Disulﬁde conformations adopted by regular BSDs according to BSD type.
In B–E the PES for |c3| ¼ 100 is displayed as a contour map with relative disulﬁde torsional energies (DTEs) of each contour (in kJ mol1) shown in the legend. Axes are
given for right-handed disulﬁdes; for left-handed conformations signs must be reversed. In C–E only disulﬁdes with 85 # |c3| # 115 are shown.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24685
Paper RSC Advances
Fig. 4 The population distributions of “allowed” disulﬁdes (red), BSDs in regular b-structure (blue), BSDs associated with b-bulges (green) and other “forbidden”
disulﬁdes (yellow) with respect to the total torsional energies (TTE, in kJ mol1) of the associated disulﬁde conformations.
RSC Advances Papermean value. In contrast, the peak in the energy of the regular BSD
population (ie. the modal TTE) is more than 5 kJ mol1 higher,
close to its mean of 14 kJ mol1. At this energy (14 kJ mol1) the
“allowed” disulde population has fallen to approximately half
of its maximal value. Thus BSDs in regular b-structure are, in
general, more likely to be under higher torsional strain than
“allowed” disuldes. The population distributions of BSDs
associated with b-bulges (mean TTE 12  8 kJ mol1) and of
“Other FDs” (mean TTE 15  10 kJ mol1) are also shied to
higher energies compared to “allowed” disuldes, although not
as signicantly as for regular BSDs. It should also be noted that
the regular BSD population seen in Fig. 4 appears to be multi-
modal. One might expect that this could be resolved by splitting
the distribution according to BSD type, however this is not the
case. In fact, each BSD type is comprised of several distinct
motifs, which diﬀer according to the b-sheet environment of the
BSD. The interaction of the BSD typewith the b-sheet gives rise to
diﬀerent physical and energetic properties for each BSD motif.
This will be discussed in the next section.
C. The b-sheet environment. Aswill be described below, the
b-sheet environment surrounding a forbidden disulde has a
major inuence on the strain and reactivity of the disulde bond.
Theaccessibility of thedisuldeand themechanical forces acting
on it vary according to its position in the b-structure. This leads to
important subclassesof structures associatedwith eachBSDtype.
In previous work,10,22,44 we introduced two important
descriptors of this b-sheet environment. The rst is the nature
of the canonical hydrogen bonding between the residues: that
is, are the two chains connected in a parallel or antiparallel
fashion? (See Fig. 5.) The second relates to the number of
b-sheet hydrogen bonds surrounding the forbidden disulde:
i.e. the embeddedness of the disulde within the b-sheet. In this
work we looked at each of these descriptors more closely,
developing a clearly dened nomenclature for describing BSD
motifs and examining how the hydrogen bonding environment
aﬀects the redox properties of the disulde.24686 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705a) Hydrogen bonding geometry (relative strand orientation). The
geometry of the hydrogen bonding surrounding a BSD inu-
ences the ways the sheet can be distorted. In antiparallel
sheet the hydrogen bonds are (theoretically) orthogonal to the
strand direction, allowing between-strand shear to be intro-
duced at relatively low energetic cost (Fig. 5A and 5C). Parallel
sheets have more rigid, strut-like hydrogen bonding which is
resistant to shear (Fig. 5B and 5D). In parallel sheet, a
component of a vector aligned with the hydrogen bond is
parallel to the strand direction; shearing therefore involves
the stretching and compression of successive hydrogen bonds
at a high energetic cost. On the other hand, as the hydrogen
bonds are more isolated in parallel sheet, they are likely to be
more vulnerable to disruption by forces perpendicular to the
strand direction (either in the plane of the sheet or orthog-
onal to its surface). Such forces will cause each hydrogen
bond of the strut-like structure to break in turn in a “zipper
eﬀect”. In contrast, antiparallel b-ladders consist of pairs of
hydrogen bonds which must both be broken for the strands
to separate. Thus, the relative orientation of the b-strands
confers unique mechanical properties on the b-ribbon. In
describing BSD motifs, the relative orientations of the adja-
cent strands are distinguished with prexes: a for antiparallel
and p for parallel.
Within an antiparallel b-ladder cross-strand residue pairs
can occupy one of two distinct sites: the hydrogen bonding (HB)
site, where the backbone carbonyl and amide groups of the
residue pair are directed towards each other, and generally form
two hydrogen bonds; and the non-hydrogen-bonding (NHB)
site, where the backbone groups are turned away from each
other.37 See Fig. 5A. Residue pairs in NHB sites may instead be
bonded to other strands of the same sheet, as shown in Fig. S2,
ESI.† We use suﬃxes to distinguish the two sites for CSDs and
BDDs in antiparallel sheet: n when both Cys are in NHB sites;
and h when both are in HB sites.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 5 Hydrogen bonding diagrams for parallel and antiparallel b-sheet showing: (A) the two diﬀerent cross-strand sites (hydrogen bonding or HB and non-hydrogen-
bonding or NHB) in antiparallel b-sheet; (B) the single trapezoidal shaped cross-strand site in parallel b-sheet (which is repeated with a 180 rotation along the chain);
(C) sheet shear along the N–C terminal backbone direction (positive shear) in antiparallel b-sheet allowing the formation of weak hydrogen bonding interactions
between the carbonyl oxygens and the Ha atoms (dotted bonds) resulting in a more stable system; (D) sheet shear in parallel b-sheet where half the hydrogen bonds are
compressed (blue) and the remainder are stretched (red), increasing the strain in the system and disfavouring the shear.
Paper RSC AdvancesBioinformatic and simulation studies support the impor-
tance of distinguishing these site types. An early data-mining
study of cross-stand amino-acid pairings in antiparallel b-sheets
found that the preference for cysteine to be its own partner was
more marked in NHB sites compared to HB sites.37 As the
number of available structures increased, this preference of Cys
pairs for NHB over HB sites became even clearer.38–40 While Cys
pairs in NHB sites were found to form CSDs, this was not seen
for pairs across HB sites.39 Hutchinson, et al. investigated this
preference further using molecular dynamics simulations of
model cyclic peptides with a CSD in either an HB or NHB site.39
Aer minimisation, the model with the disulde in the HB site
was much higher in energy, with a disulde conformation that
was highly strained. As the simulation progressed, the disulde
conformation relaxed at the expense of the hydrogen bonding
network, indicating that the peptide system was too strained to
support both the disulde and the hydrogen bonds. The
destabilising eﬀect of CSDs across HB sites was conrmed
experimentally by Santiveri, et al.47 and the group of Varadar-
ajan.42,43 Based on these studies, it seemed likely that Cys pairs
in HB sites would not oxidise to form CSDs. In parallel b-sheets,
cross-strand amino-acid pairs were analysed by Fooks et al.41
and by Wouters and Curmi.76 Again a strong preference for
cross-strand Cys–Cys pairings was seen, however only one caseThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013was identied where a CSD was formed. Experiments by
Almeida, et al.48 showed that CSDs could form in parallel
b-sheet, however disulde formation precluded further
hydrogen bonding between the two strands.
The distribution of BSD motifs in our dataset amongst the
diﬀerent b-ladder sites is shown in Fig. 2E and Table S1, ESI.†
CSDs located in the NHB site of antiparallel b-sheet (aCSDns)
are by far the most common BSD motif, representing 65% of
regular BSDs in the dataset (60% of the BSD clusters). Inter-
estingly, however, we also found 114 CSDs (20 clusters) located
in antiparallel HB sites (aCSDhs). Based on the work of
Hutchinson,39 Santiveri,47 and Varadarajan,42,43 such disuldes
were unexpected. Chakraborty, et al.43 did nd a single example
of an aCSDh (PDB: 1b56 Cys 120 to Cys 127; 2.05 A˚ resolution) in
their normalised dataset, however in that structure the S–S
distance is 2.3 A˚, suggesting the disulde is partially reduced in
the crystal. CSDs in parallel b-sheet (pCSDs) have rarely been
discussed in the literature.44 Given their relative rarity (only 230
disuldes and 26 clusters), this is not surprising.
The distribution of BDD motifs amongst the three cross-
strand contexts contrasts markedly with that of CSDs. Disuldes
in antiparallel HB sites (aBDDhs) are the most common, rather
than the rarest, motif. Hence, the BDD and CSD distributions
across the three b-ladder contexts are almost the inverse of eachRSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24687
{ It must be noted, however, that of the 26 true-aCSDhs, only four have two
hydrogen bonds connecting the Cys residues; in all other cases one of the
hydrogen bonds is broken and one of the Cys twisted into an a backbone
conformation (e.g. PDB: 1o7s Cys 46 to Cys 106). However, as regular hydrogen
bonding resumes with the next appropriate pair of residues, these disuldes are
counted as a subclass of true-aCSDhs.
RSC Advances Paperother. This diﬀerence can beunderstood if one considers that for
both aCSDns and aBDDhs an NHB site lies directly between the
two Cys residues (See Fig. 2). Not being directly constrained by a
pair of shared hydrogen bonds, NHB sites givemore freedom for
the cross-strand residues to move relative to each other in order
to accommodate the disulde, which is compressed in CSDs and
twisted in BDDs. It is also interesting to note that, while CSDs are
the most common BSD type in antiparallel b-sheet (77% of
disuldes; 78% of clusters), in parallel b-structures BDDs are far
more common (75% of disuldes; 63% of clusters). The twisting
of the b-strands in BFDs and ETDs mean there is only one motif
in antiparallel b-sheet for each of these BSD types. BFDs are also
found in parallel sheet structures, however thus far no pETDs
have been identied.
b) Embeddedness. The degree to which a disulde is
embedded within a b-sheet aﬀects its accessibility to reducing
agents, and potentially how signicantly it distorts the sheet
structure. If a disulde is deeply embedded, both the disulde
and the sheet may be held in strained conformations. Such a
disulde could be highly susceptible to reduction. For a disul-
de on the edge of a b-sheet, it may be easier to twist, tilt or are
the strands of the b-ribbon, allowing the disulde conformation
to relax. Alternatively, less deeply embedded BSDs (in b-ribbons
or on the edge of b-sheets) are more likely to be exposed to
environmental redox conditions. As such, it may be functionally
advantageous for them to retain high-energy (redox susceptible)
conformations to allow reduction by exogenous agents. We
employ two descriptors of embeddedness: longitudinal
embeddedness (LonE) which relates to the number of hydrogen
bonds surrounding the disulde within its b-ladder; and lateral
embeddedness (LatE) which describes whether additional
strands are hydrogen bonded to the b-ladder containing the
disulde.
i Longitudinal embeddedness. The degree of longitudinal
embeddedness (LonE) is an important factor in determining the
disulde conformation, and hence the level of torsional strain
which must be accommodated by the dihedral angles of the
disulde bond. This paper builds on our earlier denitions of
the diﬀerent degrees of LonE,44 giving denitions based more
rigorously on the hydrogen bonding pattern in the vicinity of
the disulde bond:
 “True” BSDs are completely (longitudinally) embedded in
canonical b-sheet, i.e. there must be canonical hydrogen
bonding on both sides of both Cys Ca atoms in the b-ladder.
Hydrogen bonding patterns for true-BSDs of each BSD type and
motif are shown in Fig. 2.
 “End” BSDs can be found at the termini of b-ladders or
immediately adjacent to b-bridges. For CSDs and ETDs,
canonical hydrogen bonding is maintained on one, but not
both, sides of the disulde. For BDDs and BFDs, one Cys
residue is embedded in b structure, while the position of the
second Cys is constrained by either the nitrogen or carbonyl of
its neighbouring residue forming a cross-strand hydrogen
bond. Neither Cys can be more than one residue outside the
hydrogen bonded region. See Fig. 6.24688 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 “b-bridge” BSDs are those where the forbidden disulde is
found either within (for CSDs) or bridging across (for other
BSDs) an isolated pair of two adjacent hydrogen bonds. In
antiparallel sheet the b-bridge can consist of two hydrogen
bonds between one pair of residues, giving a HB site b-bridge
(as seen in Fig. 6A), or two non-hydrogen bonded residues
where the immediately-adjacent donor–acceptor pairs of the
neighbouring residues are bonded (NHB site b-bridge, Fig. 6B
when the dashed hydrogen bond is not present). The hydrogen
bonding patterns for b-bridge-CSDs and -BDDs can be derived
from the true-BSD patterns found in Fig. 2A and 2B by deleting
all hydrogen bonds except for the two closest to the centre of
each scheme.
We have subdivided BSDmotifs into sub-motifs according to
the LonE level. By denition all true-BSD sub-motifs, as well as
any b-bridge-CSDs, have cross-strand hydrogen bonds on both
sides of the Cys Ca atoms (See Fig. 2). For these sub-motifs,
LonE constrains both Cys residues to b backbone conforma-
tions. This restricts the conformational freedom of the disulde
bond, in particular forcing the Ca–Cb bonds to be oriented
roughly perpendicular to the plane of the b-sheet. End-BSDs are
less constrained, with either or both Cys free to adopt a (or any
other) backbone conformations.
Table 1 and Fig. 7 show the distribution of LonE levels
amongst the disuldes of each BSDmotif. As might be expected,
for most motifs end-BSDs are the most common sub-motif. This
may be in part because the much lower degree of conforma-
tional constraint favours location of BSDs at the end of
b-ladders. In some cases, however, the strain of the disulde
conformation which is required for the motif actually hinders
further hydrogen bonding between the b-strands. In other
words, end-BSD variants of some motifs are b-strand breakers.
This has been shown to be the case for pCSDs.48 Likewise, as
shown by Hutchinson, et al.39 and Santiveri, et al.,47 the
conformation required for formation of aCSDhs is so highly
strained that it can break apart the hydrogen bonding network.
Nevertheless, some true-pCSDs and true-aCSDhs are found in
our dataset.{ The exceptions to the generalisation that end-
BSDs are more common than true- sub-motifs are aCSDns
(where true-aCSDns are more than twice as common as end-
aCSDns) and aBFDs.
Given the relative weakness of b-bridge contexts, which
contain only two hydrogen bonds, and the strain involved in
some BSD motifs, it is not surprising that b-bridge variants are
rare or not seen for many BSD motifs. It is therefore interesting
to note that b-bridge-pBDDs are the most common pBDD sub-
motif. In fact, this sub-motif represents over 75% of BSDs found
in parallel b-sheet.
It should also be noted that a BSD is not always rigidly xed
to a particular sub-motif. In a small number of crystal structuresThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Fig. 6 End-BSD sub-motifs. For structures in parallel sheet, the disulﬁde can be located at either end of the b-ladder (these are equivalent in antiparallel b-sheet),
however, a preference for one end of the sheet over the other is often seen. This will be discussed inmore detail elsewhere.69 Themore common parallel sheet structures
are shown in (C), (E), (H) and (I). In end-CSDs and end-ETDs (A–E) the disulﬁde can be either at the end of a b-ladder or adjacent to a b-bridge (structures where the
dashed hydrogen bonds are not present). For ETDs (D–E), sub-motifs with the disulﬁde moved to the right in (D) and to the left in (E) could also be possible. Neither of
these structures has yet been found in the PDB. In contrast, although the “tail”-pETD (E) motif is seen, this is not actually a BSD. The Cys which is not hydrogen bonded is
too far outside the b-structure, allowing the strand to curl back on itself to give an unstrained disulﬁde conformation. There are two possible end-pBDD sub-motifs (H
and I), with the fully embedded Cys either being involved, or not involved, in cross-strand hydrogen bonding. We call these end-pBDDhs and end-pBDDns respectively.
Several possible end-pBFD sub-motifs are possible in addition to the one shown in (K), however no structures which ﬁt the conditions for end-pBFDs have yet been
found in the PDB.
Table 1 Total number of disulﬁdes and non-homologous clusters for each BSD
motif in the dataset distributed according to LonE level
Motif
true end b-bridge
Disulf. Clust. Disulf. Clust. Disulf. Clust.
aCSDn 3231 196 1478 77 152 14
aCSDh 26 5 88 16 0 0
pCSD 79 8 133 19 0 0
aETD 9 3 60 10 0 0
aBDDn 40 7 213 11 19 5
aBDDh 36 6 865 24 28 8
pBDD 8 1 51 6 653 43
aBFD 226 4 7 2 0 0
pBFD 20 3 0 0 0 0
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Paper RSC Advancesthe sub-motif is found to vary. This may be due to a dynamic
equilibrium between two sub-motifs, or diﬀerent sub-motifs
may represent diﬀerent states of the system. This will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 2, below.
Disulde conformations adopted by the BSD sub-motifs are
shown in Table 2. Some motifs and sub-motifs have a strong
preference for a particular handedness and conformation. For
instance, over 95% of aCSDns adopt the right-handed staple
conformation and over 80% of aCSDhs are le-handed saddles.
For other sub-motifs, such as true-pCSDs, disuldes are more
evenly spread between two or more conformations. In some
cases the population distribution for a particular BSD sub-motif
forms a continuum across the regions of the PES dened for
more than one “conformation”. To avoid arbitrary splitting of
the population between two diﬀerently named conformations, a
single conformation name is used in Table 2. The choice ofRSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24689
Fig. 7 Relative disulﬁde sub-motif populations for the sub-motifs of each BSD
motif in our dataset.
RSC Advances Paperconformation assigned is informed by the range of c2 and c20
dihedral angles seen for the relevant BSD sub-motif.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 8, end-aCSDhs are found with
c2 (or c20) between 90 and 170,68 that is, spread across theTable 2 Major disulﬁde conformations adopted by each BSD sub-motif. In each cas
shown. The handedness of each conformation is indicated by a preﬁx: “r” for rig
conformation can be found in Fig. 3B. The percentage of disulﬁdes for each sub-m
torsional energy (aTTE; in kJ mol1) and the standard deviation
Motif
true sub-motifs end sub-motifs
Conf. %Dis. aTTE St. Dev. Conf. %D
aCSDn rstaple 97 14 2 rstaple 95
aCSDh lsaddle 80 13 3 lsaddle 85
rstaple 11 42 4 lG0GT 11
pCSD lsaddle 55 22.6 1.1 lsaddle 75
rstaple 37 24 6 rstaple 18
aETD rstaple 44 16 2 lhook 43
rhook 33 19 2 rhook 26
rGGT 22 13 2 rGGT 10
aBDDn rsaddle 47 27 6 rsaddle 93
lsaddle 22 24 7
lmax 17 24 5
lGGT 10 32.7 0.9
aBDDh rGGT 83 10 4 rhook 93
lGGT 11 12 2
pBDD rGGT 100 17 2 rsaddlea 35
lmax 29
lGGT 17
aBFD lGGT 84 13 4 rspiral 85
rspiral 15 6 3 trans 14
pBFD lGGT 80 15.1 1.3
rGGT 10 11.1 1.4
lspiral 10 18.4 0.7
a pBDDh structures only, see Fig. 6.
24690 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705saddle region (normally between 110 to 140) and the two
neighbouring minima. Thus, all end-aCSDhs were assigned to
the saddle conformation. Likewise although most end-aBDDhs
occupy the hook region of the PES (normally 110+), examples
are found with c2 (or c20) 115;77 these were also assigned to
the hook conformation (Fig. 8). As the staple conformation is on
a plateau of the PES, it does not have clearly dened boundaries
(Fig. 3B). In particular, the population of end-aCSDns extends
from the plateau towards the G0GT minima.67 Again to avoid
arbitrary splitting of the continuum of conformations for this
sub-motif, all disuldes belonging to this sub-population were
assigned to the staple conformation.
It is also interesting to note that, while CSD sub-motifs vary
in their preference for right- or le-handed conformations,
most BDDs are right-handed. As will be described in more detail
elsewhere,66–68 these preferences are the result of interaction
between the disulde conformation and the natural sheet twist.
Although canonical b-sheets are oen depicted as at struc-
tures, most have a slight positive twist, with each residue pair of
the b-ladder rotated by roughly +25 with respect to the adjacent
pairs. The eﬀects of this natural sheet twist can be seen ine, all conformations which are represented by more than 10% of the disulﬁdes are
ht-handed and “l” for left-handed. The region of the PES associated with each
otif which adopt the given conformation is shown along with their average total
b-bridge sub-motifs
is. aTTE St. Dev. Conf. %Dis. aTTE St. Dev.








26 4 rsaddle 73 21 2
lhook 15 21 19
10 3 rhook 71 12 4
rGGT 10 9 3
lG0GT 10 23.6 0.7
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Fig. 8 Detail of the PES of Fig. 3. The saddle region, depicted in turquoise
between the two darker blue minima, is indicated by a dark blue rectangle.
Although the region occupied by end-aCSDhs (red oval) formally spans three
conformations, all end-aCSDhs are assigned to the saddle conformation which lies
in the middle of the distribution. Likewise, all end-aBDDhs (yellow oval) are
assigned to the hook conformation.
Paper RSC AdvancesFig. 2A. For each BSD sub-motif, diﬀerent combinations of
disulde conformation and handedness exert diﬀerent stresses
on the sheet structure. If these stresses result in a positive sheet
twist, the handedness and conformation pairing will be fav-
oured. Likewise, if a disfavoured negative twist results, the
combination is less likely to occur. We also note that, despite
our PDB structure quality criteria, there remain a small number
of structures in our dataset with disulde conformations which
are unlikely to be realistic. For instance one end-aBFD structure
(PDB: 3bk3 C 50–64) has c3  180 (the “trans” conformation).
Table 2 also shows the average total torsional energy (aTTE)
for the conformations adopted by disuldes of each BSD sub-
motif, along with the standard deviations. As noted above, the
aTTE for all disuldes in our dataset is 12 8 kJ mol1 (see also
Fig. 4). Thus, the average values for most BSD sub-motifs fall
within the rst standard deviation above the mean for all
disuldes (12 to 20 kJ mol1). Some BSD motifs, however have
very high aTTEs. For example, for every major aBDDn confor-
mation the aTTE of the disuldes is above 20 kJ mol1. This may
help to explain why aBDDns are rarer than aBDDhs, which have
an aTTE below 12 kJ mol1 for most conformations. True-
pCSDs also have an aTTE in excess of 20 kJ mol1. True-aCSDhs
adopting the staple conformation are also high in energy. These
occur when both possible backbone hydrogen bonds are
formed between the two Cys. The extremely high aTTE of 42  4
kJ mol1 for this sub-class of true-aCSDhs is consistent with the
evidence of experimental and molecular modelling studies that
true-aCSDhs are suﬃciently strained to break hydrogen bonds
in order to relax their conformation.39,47
As noted earlier, in true- and b-bridge disuldes both Cys are
constrained by the hydrogen bonding network to adopt b
backbone conformations. Thus the disulde is potentially
forced to adopt a high energy conformation, and may therefore
be more susceptible to reduction than an unconstrained
(relaxed) disulde. In contrast, in end-BSDs the lack of
hydrogen bonding on one side of the disulde may allow theThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013Cys to rotate away from b conformation, potentially resulting in
relaxation of the disulde and reduction of the strain on the
system. End-BSDs might therefore be expected to adopt lower
energy conformations, and hence be less likely to be redox
active, than their true-BSD counterparts. This appears to be the
case for pCSDs, where true- and end-pCSDs have aTTEs of
24 kJ mol1 and 14 kJ mol1 respectively.
Surprisingly, however, relaxation of torsional strain is not
seen for several BSD motifs. In particular, none of the end-BDD
or end-BFD sub-motifs are appreciably lower in energy than
their true- counterparts. aTTEs for both true- and end-aBDDns
are 26 kJ mol1, while for both aBDDhs and aBFDs the aTTEs
of the true- and end- sub-motifs are 12 and 11 kJ mol1
respectively. For pBDDs, the end- sub-motifs actually have
higher TTEs than their true-counterparts (average of 23 vs.
17 kJ mol1, respectively). Thus it appears that the torsional
strain in BDDs and BFDs cannot be relieved by the breaking of
hydrogen bonds. It is likely that these high energy conforma-
tions represent the best possible compromise between disulde
torsional strain and the stress of the sheet buckling required for
the given Cys–Cys connectivity.
Although the aTTE for le-handed hook end-aETDs suggests
the disulde conformations have not relaxed, the high standard
deviation should be noted. In this case the energy analysis is
biased by a large number of structures from the same PDB le
(PDB: 3o44; 2.88 A˚ resolution) which have c1 eclipsed. If only
the strain in c2, c3 and c20 is considered (disulde torsional
energy or DTE), the average energy for this conformation is 7 
4 kJ mol1. This value is consistent with the other end-aETD
conformations and much more stable than the average DTE of
14  4 kJ mol1 seen for true-aETDs.
For pCSDs and aCSDhs relaxation of the conformational
strain of the disulde is seen when the level of LonE is reduced
from “true” to “end”. Interestingly, however, this does not occur
for aCSDns. Although end-aCSDns have a wider range of c2 and
c2
0 dihedral angles than true-aCSDns, the relaxation of c2 and
c2
0 is generally associated with higher strain in c1 and c10. Thus
end-aCSDns actually have a higher aTTE than true-aCSDns
(16.0 vs. 14.0 kJ mol1). In other words, contrary to expectation,
an increase in the level of LonE for aCSDns (conversion of end-
aCSDns to true-aCSDns) reduces the torsional strain in the
system. This has important structural implications. While
aCSDhs are known to break apart b-structures39,47 and pCSDs
have been shown to terminate a b-ladder,48 aCSDns may in fact
promote further hydrogen bonding between their constituent
chains. This may also help explain why true-aCSDns are far
more common than the corresponding end- sub-motifs.
It has previously been suggested (based mainly on the pop-
ulation prole) that a torsional energy over 10 kJ mol1 could be
an indicator that the disulde may be susceptible to reducing
agents, and that disuldes experiencing strain of 17.5 kJ
mol1 or higher could potentially be reduced by purely
mechanical means such as stretching and twisting.11 Compar-
ison of the aTTE data for clusters of homologous BSDs (shown
in Table 3) conrms that disuldes across this energy range
have the potential to be involved in redox processes. Some BSDs
which are known to be redox-active have very high aTTEs. ForRSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24691
Table 3 Detailed data for BSD clusters mentioned in this paper. In each case a representative disulﬁde is given along with the number of oxidised disulﬁdes in the
dataset and their aTTE, the LonE and LatE levels (LatE as no. adjacent strands) observed and the disulﬁde conformations adopted. Also shown is an indication of
whether the disulﬁde is required for the structure of the fold, a description of the biological taxa in which the disulﬁde cluster is found and any evidence for redox















aCSDn CD4, 1st C2-set domain 3o2d A 130–159 23 18  10 true 0/1/2 rst/lcs Yes Primates + muroids 62
aCSDn Pilus chaperones (PapD
N-terminal domain-like)f
1z9s A 98–137 14 12.9  0.9 true 1/2 rst Yes Bacteria 82
aCSDn Cytokine receptorsg 2c4f U 186–209 49 14.5  2.3 true 0/1 rst Yes Euteleostomi + viruses 4, 64
aCSDn DsbD, N-terminal domain 1l6p A 103–109 2 14.3  0.8 true 1 rst Yes Bacteria 65
aCSDn Bacterioferritin comigratory
protein, BCP
2cx4 G 49–54 6 14.1  1.6 true/end 0 rst Na Bacteria + archaea 83
aCSDn Eukaryotic trypsin-like
serine proteasesh
1s5s A 136–201 936 16  4 true/end/
b-bridge
1/2 rst Yes Metazoa 1y3w A
136–201
aCSDn Kunitz (STI) inhibitors 2qn4 B 140–144 15 14.2  2.3 true/end 0/1 rst/lst Yes Plants 84
aCSDn Lentivirus envelope
glycoprotein gp120
2nxy A 126–196 17 19  4 true/end 0 rst No Primate lentiviruses 85
aCSDn Glutathione peroxidase 3dwv A 47–95 2 10.4  0.6 end 0 rst Yes Bacteria, archaea,
plants + fungi
78
aCSDn Yellow uorescent protein 1h6r A 149–202 4 12.6  0.9 true 1 rst Yes Engineered 66
aCSDn Clostridium neurotoxins 1epw A 436–445 9 13.4  1.2 true/end 1 rst Na Clostridium 86
aCSDh Spermidine synthase,
C-terminal domain
3bwc A 206–255 2 45.0  1.0 true 2 rst/lst Yes Trypanosoma
aCSDh SIGLECs (not SIGLEC15) 1o7s A 46–106 17 13.7  1.7 true 0/1 lsd Yes Euteleostomi
aCSDh Ribonuclease reductase,
R1 subunit
2r1r A 225–462 9 29  10 end 0/1 rst/lG0GT Yes All life 87
pCSD Deoxyribose-phosphate
aldolase, DeoC
1vcv A 35–54 2 13.4  2.0 true 2 rst Yes Plants
pCSD CDC25 M-phase inducer
phosphatases
1cwr A 426–473 1 36 end 1 lst Yes Eukaryota 88
pCSD Xylanase A 1v0l A 168–201 49 23.0  1.6 true 2 rst/lsd Yes Bacteria + fungi 1v0n A
168–201
aETD Type III secretion protein
HrcQ2, C-terminal domain
1o9y A 23 –D 23 2 12.7  1.6 true 1 rGGT Yes Proteobacteria
aBDDn Tyrosine kinase receptors 1wwb X 302–345 9 24  7 true 1/2 lsd/lhk Yes Euteleostomi
aBDDh Alphavirus envelope
glycoprotein, E2
3n40 P 217–330 4 13  5 true 0 rGGT Na Alphaviruses
pBDD D-aldohexose dehydrogenase 2dtx A 173–238 8 17.0  2.2 true 0 rGGT Yes Archaea
aBFD Flavivirus envelope
glycoprotein, E
1ok8 A 60–121 9 8  4 true 0 rsp i Flaviviruses 1tg8 A
60–121j
pBFD Antifreeze protein 1l0s A 25–37 12 15.2  0.9 true 2 lGGT No Choristoneura
(Budworms)
a Levels of embeddedness shown in italics occur in less than 10% of structures. b Prexes “r” and “l” indicate right- and le-handed conformations
respectively. St¼ staple, sd ¼ saddle, cs¼ cis (one of c2 and c20 close to90 and the other close to 0), hk¼ hook, sp¼ spiral. Only conformations
seen in at least 10% of structures are listed. c Can the protein fold exist without the disulde? Yes¼ fold has been seen to exist without the disulde;
Na ¼ the disulde is not in the central fold of the protein; No ¼ no crystal structures of this fold without the disulde have yet been reported. See
Table 5 for more details. d In most but not all cases the disulde is found in all (or almost all) orthologs from the given taxa. A more in-depth
analysis, including discussions of orthologs where the disulde is not conserved, will be published elsewhere. e Numbers ¼ literature
references describing the redox activity of the disulde. PDB codes ¼ structures in which the disulde is reduced or in a mixed oxidation state.
f aafD, afaB, agg(3)D, caf1m, cs3-1, cssC, myfB, nfaE, psaB, safB, sefB. g Tissue factor; all type 2 cytokine receptors; some type 1 cytokine
receptors (growth hormone receptor, interleukin-7a and -13a receptors). h Trypsin, chymotrypsin, all kallikreins, azurocidin, acrosin, cathepsin
G, myeloblastin, hepsin, plasminogen, plasminogen activators, all granzymes, venom serine protease, elastase, urokinase, tryptase,
enteropeptidase, procarboxypeptidaseA, duodenase, chymase 1 and 2, hepatocyte growth factor, complement factor D, coagulation factor XI.
i The disulde is present in all structures of this fold but it is only a BSD in this protein. j The disulde in this structure is a mixture of
oxidised and reduced forms.
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Fig. 9 Example hydrogen bonding diagrams for levels of lateral embeddedness
in regular b-structure. A b-ribbon; B Edge; C Mid-sheet. Diagrams are generalised
for i CSDs and ETDs and ii BDDs and BFDs in antiparallel b-sheet. The same
principles apply for BSDs found in parallel b-ladders. We note that these diagrams
are not exhaustive. For example, in mid-sheet BSDs both additional strands may
be connected in either a parallel or antiparallel fashion and may contain b-bulges.
Paper RSC Advancesexample, the aCSDh in ribonuclease reductase87 (aTTE ¼ 29 kJ
mol1) and the pCSD in CDC2588 (aTTE ¼ 36 kJ mol1). Other
clusters with total energies at the lower end of this range are
also involved in redox processes. These include the end-aCSDn
of glutathione peroxidase78 (aTTE¼ 10.4 kJ mol1) and the true-
aCSDn engineered into yellow uorescent protein66 (aTTE ¼
12.6 kJ mol1). In both of these cases the aTTEs are signicantly
lower than the overall averages for aCSDns seen in Table 2. In
summary, it is not necessary for a disulde to have a very high
torsional energy for it to be involved in redox processes. The
redox potential of a disulde is inuenced not only by the
torsional strain, but also by other factors including electrostatic
eﬀects of residues nearby in space and entropic eﬀects associ-
ated with the polypeptide chain.79 In addition, disuldes in
lower energy regions of the PES may become redox-active if
twisted into a higher energy conformation by a conformational
change of the protein.80
ii Lateral embeddedness. Lateral embeddedness (LatE) des-
cribes the number of b-strands anking the b-ladder of the BSD.
b-sheets are normally locally at, however on a larger scale an
overall right-handed twist of the sheet is observed.81 When
viewed from the side, a b-sheet resembles a spiral staircase, withThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013each b-strand representing an individual step. Oxidation of a
Cys pair within a b-sheet to form a disulde is expected to result
in sheet deformation, such as twisting, shearing and buckling.
It is likely that this deformation will be more easily accommo-
dated in a b-ribbon than in a highly-structured, 4+ stranded b-
sheet. Thus the destabilisation of the system, and hence the
redox susceptibility of the disulde, is expected to increase with
the level of LatE. We dene three levels of LatE:
 b-ribbon BSD: no additional strands on either side of the
disulde-containing b-ladder.
 Edge BSD: one additional strand hydrogen bonding to, or
near, the relevant Cys, resulting in a disulde on the edge of a b-
sheet.
 Mid-sheet BSD: additional b-strands on both sides of the
disulde-containing b-ladder, placing the disulde in the
middle of the sheet.
In this and subsequent works we will refer to b-ribbon BSDs
as BSD-0s (0 adjacent strands), edge BSDs as BSD-1s (1 adjacent
strand) and mid-sheet BSDs as BSD-2s (2 adjacent strands).
Thus, a true-aCSDn-2 is a true-aCSDn with adjacent b-strands
on both sides of the b-ladder containing the disulde.
As we are primarily interested in the strain on the b-sheet
due to the formation of the disulde bond, we adopt a “Cys
centric” view of what constitutes an “adjacent strand”. The
additional strand(s) must be hydrogen bonded to the b-ladder
containing the disulde on both sides of the relevant Cys Ca
atom (thereby constraining the position of the Cys residue) in
order to count towards LatE (see Fig. 9). For BDDs and BFDs we
also require the residue “between” the two Cys to have hydrogen
bonding on both sides of the Ca atom. (For BFDs only one of the
“intervening” residues is capable of forming a hydrogen bond to
an adjacent strand.) Single hydrogen bonds in the middle of the
pattern may be missing and wide or classic bulges can occur
between the strands, provided the denitions above are
satised.
For some structures the LatE environment of the disulde is
complex and this simple, hydrogen-bonding-based classica-
tion is not fully descriptive. For example, in some cases a Cys
residue forms a single hydrogen bond to a strand running
orthogonal to the b-sheet. While this does not restrict the
conformational freedom of the disulde (and would therefore
not be recognised in our LatE analysis), it does limit access to
the disulde for reducing agents and substrates. Thus, the
LatE denitions used in our work may not be appropriate for
all investigations. In general it is important to check the LatE
with a protein structure visualisation program before
attempting to make interpretations. Nevertheless, some
important trends can be gleaned from the generalised
hydrogen-bonding-based data.
Statistics for disuldes of each BSD sub-motif which adopt
the diﬀerent LatE levels are shown in Table 4. Also shown are
normalised cluster data, which are more useful for interpreting
trends in LatE. All LatE contexts are seen for most sub-motifs.
The most obvious exceptions are aBFDs, true-pBDDs and true-
aETDs which are only observed in b-ribbons. However, given the
low numbers of unique clusters for each of these sub-motifs
(see Table 1), additional variants may yet be found.RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24693
Table 4 Frequency of BSD sub-motifs with respect to lateral embeddedness. For each sub-motif, values in columns headed “# Dis.” and “% Dis.” give numbers and
percentages of disulﬁdes in which each level of LatE is seen respectively. Values in “% Clust.” columns give percentages of non-homologous BSD clusters. As some
clusters have varying levels of LatE (see Section 2 below), the latter values may add up tomore than 100%. A cluster is counted for a given level of LatE if more than 10%
of its disulﬁdes are associated with that level. For sub-motifs where no disulﬁdes are present in our dataset, the matrix has been left blank
Motif LatE Levela
true sub-motifs end sub-motifs b-bridge sub-motifs
# Dis. % Dis. % Clust. # Dis. % Dis. % Clust. # Dis. % Dis. % Clust.
aCSDn 0 807 24 29 259 17 53 98 64 78
1 1521 47 59 443 29 50 48 31 28
2 903 27 29 776 52 11 6 3 14
aCSDh 0 1 3 0 24 27 50
1 20 76 40 64 72 62
2 5 19 60 0 0 0
pCSD 0 1 1 12 92 69 57
1 13 16 50 39 29 42
2 65 82 37 2 1 5
aETD 0 9 100 100 43 71 70
1 0 0 0 17 28 30
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
aBDDn 0 2 5 28 23 10 54 9 47 80
1 12 30 42 190 89 54 10 52 40
2 26 65 42 0 0 0 0 0 0
aBDDh 0 16 44 66 314 36 70 22 78 75
1 17 47 16 551 63 41 6 21 25
2 3 8 16 0 0 0 0 0 0
pBDD 0 8 100 100 34 66 66 498 76 72
1 0 0 0 17 33 33 155 23 41
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
aBFD 0 226 100 100 7 100 100
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
pBFD 0 0 0 0
1 8 40 66
2 12 60 33
a Number of adjacent strands.
RSC Advances PaperComparing the normalised data, it appears there may be
some correlation between LatE and LonE levels. For all b-bridge-
BSD motifs, the majority of the clusters are associated with b-
ribbons. This seems reasonable as b-bridges are oen isolated,
rather than existing in the middle of b-sheets. Conversely,
disuldes in true-BSD clusters tend to be deeply laterally
embedded (mid-sheet BSDs). A closer analysis67–69 reveals that
for some BSD motifs additional strands hydrogen bonded to
each side of the disulde-containing b-ladder may help stabilise
longitudinal hydrogen bonding. Possibly, this is because the
additional strands enforce a b backbone conformation on the
Cys residues. This eﬀect is seen most clearly for aCSDhs.68 For
all true-aCSDh motifs in our dataset where the supportive
lateral hydrogen bonding network associated with two anking
strands is not present, one of the hydrogen bonds between the
Cys pair is broken, with one of the Cys twisted into an a24694 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705backbone conformation (e.g. in SIGLEC-7, PDB: 1o7s Cys 46 to
Cys 106). In contrast, in four of the ve true-aCSDh-2 structures,
both hydrogen bonds are intact (e.g. in spermidine synthase,
PDB: 3bwc Cys 206 to Cys 255).68
Lateral embeddedness also regulates the accessibility of
disuldes to reducing agents. Mid-sheet BSDs can only be
accessed from above, whereas edge and b-ribbon BSDs can also
potentially be attacked from the side(s). This distinction is
pertinent to the thioredoxin family of reducing agents, which
form a b-ladder with a strand containing one of the disulde-
forming Cys in their substrate in order to reduce the disulde
bond.84 Thus thioredoxin cannot access mid-sheet BSDs unless
signicant structural changes occur. Thioredoxin access can
also be restricted when a Cys forms a single hydrogen bond to
an adjacent strand, as described earlier. This can only occur for
Cys located in NHB sites (see Fig. 9Bii and 9Ci). In addition, inThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Paper RSC Advancessome cases edge and b-ribbon BSDs may be buried within the
protein, restricting access for this class of reducing agents
unless signicant disruption of the structure occurs.Fig. 10 Diversity in the eTLSP aCSDn cluster. (A) Superimposition of residues
134–140, 156–160 and 197–213 for: trypsin (PDB: 1s5s A, magenta), chymo-
trypsin (PDB: 1t8o A, blue), neuropsin (PDB: 1npm A, green), elastase (PDB: 2z7f E,
dark green), cathepsin G (PDB: 1cgh A, dark orange), b-tryptase (PDB: 2fpz D, red),
chymase (PDB: 1klt A, pink), kallikrein A (PDB: 2pka B, black), factor D (PDB: 1bio A,
blueviolet), urokinase-like plasminogen activator (PDB: 2r2w U, cyan), granzyme A
(PDB: 1op8 B, dark red) and coagulation factor XI (PDB: 1xx9, yellow).
Figure prepared using Molscript70 and Raster3D.71 (B) The conformations adopted
by disulﬁdes in the cluster superimposed on the PES. All structures are right-
handed. (C) A histogram of the total torsional energy (TTE) of structures in the
eTLSP aCSDn cluster. (We note the spike at 12–13 kJ mol1 is possibly due to a
common, low energy reference being used to guide structural reﬁnement for a
subset of the structures.)2. Analysis of disulde clusters
Some proteins are extensively characterised, with many struc-
tures deposited in the PDB. For others, only a single PDB le
may be available. If all available structures are included when
calculating statistics, the results can be biased by the more well-
studied proteins. To avoid this, datamining analyses are usually
performed on normalised datasets where the structures
included have been pruned so that no two proteins with more
than 20–40% sequence identity are retained.25,38–43,89
However, BSDs are not always conserved across all homolo-
gous proteins. For instance, although there is a high degree of
sequence identity across all vertebrate CD4 proteins (e.g. >60%
sequence identity between human and bovine CD4s), an
important redox-active aCSDn is found only in primate and
muroid proteins (PDB: 1cdy Cys 130 to Cys 159). We have
therefore approached the problem from the opposite direction:
rstly identifying BSDs in all available protein structures, then
collating these together into clusters of homologous disuldes
for further analysis. This ensures that BSD-containing struc-
tures are not pruned from the dataset on the basis of fold before
the disuldes are considered.
The details of this clustering process can be found in the
Methods section. In brief, disuldes are clustered if they occupy
the same location within a specic protein fold. This can occur
in several instances within a single protein structure (due to
oligomers and internal duplications); in diﬀerent structures of
the same protein; or in related proteins with the same protein
fold (orthologs and homologs). The data for individual
instances within the cluster are collated or averaged to assess
the properties of the whole cluster. These data, which cannot be
collected from pruned datasets, can provide valuable ensemble
information. For instance:
 if a cluster displays a high average torsional energy or an
unusual conformation, this may be evidence of redox activity (as
described in Section 1);
 if heterogeneity in disulde properties is seen between
diﬀerent structures of the same protein, this may indicate that
the disulde is switching between two or more states as part of
protein function (the topic of this section);
 if the signature disulde is conserved across a subset of
homologous proteins, it is possible that the disulde is playing
an integral role in a function specic to this subset (see Section 3).
Table 3 shows information collected for each of the disulde
clusters mentioned in this paper. A complete list of these data
for all clusters of each BSD motif will be reported in subsequent
papers.67–69,77
Many of the properties discussed in this paper vary within
some BSD clusters, including between individual structures
with the same protein sequence and even between diﬀerent
monomers in the PDB le of a protein oligomer. In some cases,
pairs of Cys residues may even be found in diﬀerent oxidation
states. For example, a known redox-active disulde connectingThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013 RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24695
RSC Advances PaperCys 412 and Cys 426 of Botulinum neurotoxin86 is oxidised in
the A chain of PDB: 3ﬀz and reduced in the B chain. The
identication of such “redox pairs” clearly provides a valuable
indicator that the disulde may be involved in biological redox
processes.80 While diﬀerences in oxidation states between some
structures may simply be the result of radiation damage
incurred during the structure solution process, it may also
result from the use of diﬀerent preparation conditions which
bias the ensemble towards the oxidised or reduced forms of a
redox-sensitive disulde. Sometimes these diﬀerent oxidation
states have been captured by experimental design, e.g. the
investigation by Cerutti, et al.90 of the HIV gp120 Cys 126 to Cys
196 aCSDn. More oen, however, the redox heterogeneity has
not been recognised (or at least has not been commented on) by
the experimental team. Identication of redox pairs of a disul-
de can guide further studies exploring whether it performs a
redox role in the function of its protein.
Heterogeneity of other disulde properties can also provide
indications of disulde functionality. One of the best studied
protein families containing a BSD is the eukaryotic trypsin-like
serine protease (eTLSP) family. This protein family illustrates
the diversity which can be seen amongst BSDs belonging to the
same cluster. In the SCOP (Structural Classication of Proteins)
database,91 eTLSPs have a trypsin-like serine protease fold (Fold
ID: 50493) consisting of two six-stranded b-barrels. There are 67
unique protein sequences belonging to the eTLSP family (SCOP
family ID: 50514) in release 1.75 of the SCOP database. In 49 ofFig. 11 Superimposition of the two disulﬁde conformations adopted by the
true-pCSD in Xylanase A. The right-handed staple is shown in blue (PDB: 1nq6 Cys
168 to Cys 200) and left-handed saddle in red (PDB: 1v0l Cys 168 to Cys 201,
ACys). Figure prepared using Molscript70 and Raster3D.71
24696 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705these proteins an aCSDn lies just inside the mouth of one of the
b-barrels, linking residues 136 and 201 of the common
numbering scheme. There are 931 disuldes belonging to this
cluster in our dataset, including some from proteins which are
not yet classied in the SCOP database. 12 structures from
proteins of diﬀerent function within the family are super-
imposed in Fig. 10A. The disuldes all align extremely well,
diﬀering chiey in the number of residues in the b-hairpin turn
between Cys 201 and its non-CSD b-partner. These structures do
vary, however, in the LonE level of the disuldes. Most disuldes
(including that of trypsin) are end-aCSDns, however those of
kallikrein A (black), granzyme A (dark red) and b-tryptase (red)
are true-CSDs, while coagulation factor XI (yellow) has a b-bridge
disulde. In some cases (such as in human b-tryptase) the level
of LonE varies amongst the diﬀerent structures of the same
protein (30% of these disuldes are true-aCSDns, 60% end-
aCSDns). Although the function of the disulde is unknown, its
presence in a subset of eTLSPs correlates with a proline at
position 225.92 The disulde and proline are not found in blood
coagulation eTLSPs activated by sodium.92
Fig. 10B shows the range of conformational space over which
the disuldes belonging to this cluster are spread. While all are
right-handed staples (as would be expected for aCSDns), the
structures are not constrained to a single point on the PES, but
rather are spread over almost the full range of conformational
space accessible to aCSDns (See Fig. 3E).67 This is reected in the
spread of TTEs in Fig. 10C, which range from 7.8 to 28.8 kJmol1
with a mean of 16  4 kJ mol1. While the aTTEs for specic
proteins tend to vary within this range, generally the spread of
values for each protein extends over a range of 5 to 10 kJ mol1
(where there are enough structures to make an assessment).
Although the disulde conformation is consistent for the
eTLSP 136-201 aCSDn, this is not true for all disulde clusters.
An interesting example is a true-pCSD found in Xylanase A. This
disulde lies in themouth of the a/b barrel, on the opposite side
of the molecule to the substrate binding site. In about half of
the structural examples belonging to this cluster the disulde
adopts a le-handed saddle conformation (25 of 51 instances,
e.g. PDB: 2d1z, Cys 168 to Cys 201), however in 9 instances it is a
right-handed staple (e.g. PDB: 1nq6 Cys 168 to Cys 200). In a
further 12 instances the disulde partially occupies both the
staple and saddle conformations (e.g. PDB: 1isx, Cys 168 to Cys
201), while in ve instances a mixture of staples, saddles and
reduced disuldes is seen (e.g. PDB: 1v0n, Cys 168 to Cys 201).
The two disulde conformations seen for Xylanase A are
superimposed in Fig. 11. Although they diﬀer only in the posi-
tion of one Sg atom, the two conformations have distinct aTTEs:
22.1 1.2 kJ mol1 for the le-handed saddles and 26.2 2.9 kJ
mol1 for the right-handed staples. This raises the intriguing
possibility that the pCSD may be acting as a nely poised redox
switch. A small structural change in the protein (such as the
docking of a substrate) could result in a switch of the disulde
conformation, raising the torsional strain of the pCSD and
making it (even) more susceptible to redox attack.
The LatE level can also vary amongst structures of a given
disulde cluster. In some cases this may be due to weak
hydrogen bonding with a neighbouring strand being detectedThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Paper RSC Advancesin some structures and not others. In other cases, however, it
may be of biological signicance, indicating that the BSD may
be involved in substrate binding. For example, a disulde on the
binding surface of the pilus chaperone Caf1m (Cys 98 to Cys
137) is a mid-sheet BSD when bound to F1 capsule antigen
(PDB: 1z9s) but an edge BSD in the free chaperone (PDB: 2o7s).
A redox role has been proposed for this disulde.82
Computational identication of heterogeneity in LatE
provides a useful, high-throughput method for recognising
BSDs associated with potential protein binding sites.3. Biological considerations
In analysing BSD motifs and sub-motifs it is important to not
only consider the physical environment of the disulde but also
associated biological factors, such as the presence of the motif
in proteomes and its level of conservation amongst related
structures.
A. Prevalence of forbidden disulde motifs – an indication
of functional importance. The number of unique clusters (ie.
non-homologous instances) for each BSD sub-motif can give an
indication of its biochemical importance. Some sub-motifs,
such as the true-aCSDn, are represented by a large number of
diﬀerent clusters (almost 200 in this case). As a disulde con-
forming to this sub-motif is at best redundant within the
protein structure, its occurrence in such a wide range of
diﬀerent proteins is likely due to some biological advantage
conferred on the system by the presence of the disulde. This
advantage could be inherent, such as the introduction of useful
physical or chemical properties to the protein. Alternatively, it
may confer a biological advantage on the system. For example,
the introduction of the motif may transform the protein into a
substrate for an existing control system.
One of the most important disulde-based control systems is
mediated by thioredoxin (Trx). This system controls the redox
regulation of protein function and signalling.93 In order to
reduce its substrate, Trx forms a pair of backbone hydrogen
bonds with a Cys residue on an edge strand.84 This places the
catalytic Cys of Trx in the correct position to attack the substrate
disulde in an SN2 thiol–disulde exchange reaction, hence
reducing the disulde bond. aCSDns on edge strands or b-
ribbons are therefore ideal structural candidates for thioredoxin
substrates. Not only are the amide and carbonyl groups of the
Cys available for hydrogen bonding, the location of the disulde
within the sheet structure constrains the Cys to a b backbone
conformation, ideally positioning these groups for the docking
of Trx. Several aCSDns have already been shown to be substrates
of thioredoxin and other related thiol–disulde oxidoreduc-
tases. These include Cys144–Cys148 of the a-amylase/subtilisin
inhibitors84 (a subset of Kunitz inhibitors), Cys49–Cys54 of the
peroxiredoxin Bacterioferritin Comigratory Protein83 (which is
reduced by Trx y) and Cys103–Cys109 of DsbD.65
The DsbD disulde is particularly interesting as it forms part
of a cascade of thiol–disulde exchange reactions in the peri-
plasmic E. coli folding pathway.94 DsbD consists of two
domains: the N-terminal immunoglobulin-like domain
contains the aCSDn, while the C-terminal domain has aThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013thioredoxin-like fold with the characteristic CXXC active site.65
Electrons are transferred from the cytoplasm to reduce the C-
terminal disulde; one of the reduced thiols, in turn, attacks
and reduces the aCSDn of the N-terminal domain. Finally, a
thiol from the reduced aCSDn attacks the thioredoxin-like
disulde of DsbC, DsbE, DsbG or CcmG, converting it to its
catalytically competent dithiol form, and allowing it to repair
incorrectly connected disuldes in other proteins.65 Thus, the
ow of electrons alternates between CXXC motifs of proteins
with Trx-like folds and non-CXXC disuldes, in this case an
aCSDn.26
B. Conservation of BSD motifs across related structures.
The degree of conservation of BSD motifs amongst related
proteins can be a useful indicator of their biological role in
these species. As structural disuldes are important for main-
taining the protein fold, they should be conserved in all proteins
of that fold. Conversely, redox-active disuldes are more likely
to be found in a subset of proteins with a particular fold which
share a common function. As indicated in Tables 3 and 5, for
the majority of the BSD clusters in our dataset, the fold can exist
with no disulde present. For over 85% of clusters where the
relevant SCOP family has more than two members, the disulde
is not found in at least one of these homologs. This supports the
conjecture that most BSDs are not performing structurally
stabilizing roles in their associated proteins. Surprisingly, this
applies even for structures where the BSD is associated with
signicant structural deformation that might, at a rst glance,
be attributed to the presence of the disulde. For instance, in
Fig. 2D it appears that the true-aETD in the type III secretion
protein HrcQ2 (PDB: 1o9y A 23 to D 23) is producing a bend in
the b-ladder. However, exactly the same bend is seen in the
related agellar protein, FliN, (PDB: 1o6a) where no disulde is
present. Further details of the relevant protein folds for each
cluster mentioned in Table 3, and the position of the BSD
within it, can be found in Table 5.
BSDs are extensively integrated into some protein folds. For
instance, over 50 unique BSD clusters are associated with the
Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich fold (SCOP Fold Id: 48725) or
the closely related SCOP fold “common fold of diphtheria toxin/
transcription factors/cytochrome f” (Fold ID: 49379).91 All BSD
motifs occur in this fold type, except aBFDs and pBFDs. See
Fig. 12. BSDs are found on both the exterior and interior of the
b-sandwich and connect all possible strand pairings. In some
cases multiple BSD motifs are found within the same protein.
For example, the rst domain of the human cytokine receptor,
interleukin-7 subunit a (PDB: 3di2) has three diﬀerent
aCSDns,22 connecting strands A and B, C and C0 and F and G
(see Fig. 12 for strand labelling95). Redox activity has been
reported for several BSDs in immunoglobulin-like folds. These
include aCSDns in CD4,62 DsbD65 and Tissue Factor (another
cytokine receptor).4 In contrast, only three BSD clusters have
been found associated with the P-loop NTPase fold, despite this
being the most abundant fold in all forms of life96 (340 unique
proteins in the SCOP database).
C. Taxonomic conservation. It is also useful to assess the
degree of BSD conservation amongst orthologous proteins.
The PDB contains structures for only a very small fraction of theRSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24697
Table 5 Protein folds containing the disulﬁde clusters listed in Table 3. The position of the disulﬁde within the fold is indicated, along with and an example of a closely
related structure where the BSD is not present. For structures with an Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich fold the disulﬁde position is described in terms of the labelling
scheme shown in Fig. 12. In all other cases the b-strands and a-helices have been numbered from N- to C-terminus within the relevant domain. We note in some cases
this numbering scheme may be subjective
BSD Type Cluster Name SCOP Fold Position Within Fold Fold Without Disulde
aCSDn CD4, 1st C2-set domain Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich CF – inside (central) CD4 3rd C2 set
domain (1cdy)
aCSDn Pilus chaperones (PapD
N-terminal domain-like)
Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich FG – outside (central) FimC (3bwu)
aCSDn Cytokine receptors Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich FG – inside (opposite end to
b-hairpin)
IL2RB (2b5i)





On additional b-ribbon b-hairpin
between strands 1 and 2
Not seen – disulde in
elaboration of main fold
aCSDn Eukaryotic trypsin-like
serine proteases
Trypsin-like serine proteases Binding b-hairpin to neighbouring
strand (strands 1 to 4) at base
of 2nd b-barrel
Thrombin (1h8d)
aCSDn Kunitz (STI) inhibitors b-trefoil Connecting strands 11





gp120 core Inside b-barrel-like region Not seen – no other
structures with this fold
aCSDn Glutathione peroxidase Thioredoxin fold
(glutathione
peroxidase-like)
On short b-ribbon section connecting
strand 1 to helix 1 loop
with helix 2 to strand 20 loop
Chordate glutathione
peroxidases (1gp1)
aCSDn Yellow uorescent protein GFP-like Outside of b-barrel – connecting
strands 2 and 5
Wild type (1ema)
aCSDn Clostridium neurotoxins Zincin-like On b-hairpin in inter-domain region Not seen – disulde





Connecting strands 5 and 7
– same side as helices 5 and 6
Spermidine synthase
in Thermus (1uir)
aCSDh SIGLECs Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich BE – inside Immunoglobulin (1bww)
aCSDh Ribonuclease reductase PFL-like glycyl radical enzymes In core of ab barrel – connecting




TIM b/a-barrel In core of b/a-barrel – connecting
strands 2 and 3
Endoglucanase
CelA (1edg)




Connecting strands 2 and 4 Plant CDC25 (1t3k)
pCSD Xylanase A TIM b/a-barrel In core of b/a-barrel – connecting
strands 5 and 6
Endoglucanase
CelA (1edg)




Homodimer interface FliN (1o6a)
aBDDn Tyrosine kinase receptors Immunoglobulin-like b-sandwich BE – outside (central) ICAM-1 (1iam)
aBDDh Alphavirus envelope
glycoprotein, E2
Na Connecting the two strands that
run the length of the molecule
Not seen – no other
structures with this fold
pBDD D-aldohexose dehydrogenase NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-fold
domains




Viral glycoprotein, central and
dimerisation domains
Connecting strands 1 and 2 of
middle sheet
Disulde in all structures
of this fold – BSD only in
this protein
pBFD Antifreeze protein Single-stranded le-handed
b-helix
Within b-helix Not seen
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Fig. 12 Schematic representation of a generalised immunoglobulin-like b-
sandwich fold,95 showing the positions within the fold where BSDs have been
found: aCSDns (dark red), aCSDhs (pink), pCSDs (orange; can only occur when
strand A swaps sheets to hydrogen bond to strand G rather than strand B), aETDs
(blue), aBDDns (dark green), aBDDhs (medium green; the aBDDh lies on a
dimerization surface linking two G strands), pBDD (lime green). Strands C0 , C0 0 and
D are not found in all structures. Disulﬁdes shown on the top surface of the
diagram lie on the exterior of the b-sandwich, while those shown beneath the
b-strands lie on the interior. The aCSDns in CD4, Tissue Factor and DsbD are
indicated by *, † and ‡ respectively.
Paper RSC Advancesbiological taxa in which a particular protein is found. The
UniProt Protein Knowledgebase97 contains a more representa-
tive collection of protein data, however only sequence infor-
mation is available for most entries. Nevertheless, sequence
alignment with BSD-containing structures can reveal whether
the Cys pair (and hence the disulde) is conserved in other
species. We therefore aligned sequences for structures con-
taining BSDs with orthologous sequences from diﬀerent species
to assess the taxonomic conservation of the disulde. Use of
this technique has allowed us to extend our observations from
the structure to sequence level. It relies, however, on unam-
biguous alignment in the region of the two Cys residues. It is
also important to bear in mind that conservation of the Cys pair
may not necessarily mean conservation of the BSD motif.
In analysing taxonomic conservation, each BSD cluster must
be considered individually; it is not possible to speak of general
trends across BSD types, motifs or sub-motifs. In addition, in
most cases, analysis of the homologs and orthologs of each
protein in which a BSD is conserved requires too muchThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013explanation to be included in this work (this will be reported
elsewhere). Here only a brief indication of the taxa in which the
Cys pair is found is given (see Table 3). Nevertheless, from these
data it can be clearly seen that none of the BSD types are
conned to a particular biological taxon. In fact, most BSD
motifs are found in proteins from all three biological kingdoms
as well as in viruses.67–69,77
Analysis of the data in Table 3 reveals that BSDs have been
continually incorporated in proteins from the last common
ancestor to the present. One end-aCSDh cluster, in ribonuclease
reductase, is conserved in every form of life (PDB: 2r1r Cys 225
to Cys 462). This disulde is responsible for the reductive
activity of this protein.87 In contrast, a regulatory true-aCSDn
has only relatively recently been acquired by the rst C2 domain
of CD4 (PDB: 1cdy Cys 130 to Cys 159). This redox-active
disulde is reduced upon HIV entry into a cell.62 As noted above,
while CD4 proteins are found in all euteleosts, the aCSDn is
conned to primate and muroid CD4s. This suggests it was
introduced 91–92 MyA.98 In other euteleosts only the C-terminal
Cys is conserved, despite the high degree of sequence identity
across CD4 proteins (see Fig. S3, ESI†).
Insight into the signicance of single Cys conservation can
be obtained by comparing the 2-Cys and 1-Cys peroxiredoxins,
Prx1 and Prx6.99 Both enzymes have the same “thioredoxin-like”
fold (SCOP fold ID: 52832)91 with a conserved, redox-sensitive
Cys residue. This Cys reacts with peroxide species in a cell to
protect against oxidative damage. In Prx1, the resulting cysteine
sulnic acid is attacked by a second Cys residue within the
protein to form an intramolecular disulde bond. Finally, this
disulde is reduced by thioredoxin, releasing the redox sensi-
tive thiol.99 In Prx6, however, the second Cys residue is absent.
Instead the cysteine sulnic acid is reduced by exogenous
species, such as glutathione.100 It therefore seems likely that the
redox sensitive Cys was acquired rst by the protein, thereby
introducing antioxidant functionality. With the later acquisi-
tion of the second Cys additional properties would have been
gained, such as redox-controlled switching of function. Thus, it
is possible that redox activity is in fact the primordial function
of disuldes and structural stability may be a later adaptation.Conclusions
In this study we have characterised the four BSD types which
can be found in regular b-structures. These include CSDs
(connecting residues i and j) and BDDs (i and j 2) in which the
hydrogen bonding is entirely regular, and ETDs (i and j 1) and
BFDs (i and j  3) where each strand must be twisted to allow
the two Cys sidechains to connect. While b-sheets containing
CSDs are relatively at, those containing BDDs show twisting
associated with the presence of the BSD, and b-sheets con-
taining ETDs and BFDs are signicantly distorted. These BSD
types are represented in the PDB by nine BSD motifs which
diﬀer according to the alignment of the two b-strands (parallel
or antiparallel) and the positions of the two Cys residues within
them (HB or NHB sites in antiparallel b-ladders). We have
developed and rened the nomenclature and tools for charac-
terising BSDs and quantied their associated torsional strainRSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24699
RSC Advances Paperand their abundance in the PDB. We classify BSDs according to
the following scheme:
1. BSD type: BSD ¼ CSD, ETD, BDD or BFD
2. Strand alignment: x ¼ a (antiparallel) or p (parallel)
3. Site type (where relevant): y ¼ n (NHB) or h (HB)
4. LonE: lonE ¼ true, end or b-bridge
5. LatE: latE ¼ 0 (b-ribbon), 1 (edge) or 2 (mid-sheet)
The structural context of a BSD can be described as: lonE-
xBSDy-latE, where the BSD motif is shown in bold and the sub-
motif is italicised.
Building on earlier work,44 we have further characterised the
concept of disulde embeddedness, which is important in
assessing the stress exerted on the system by the presence of the
disulde and the accessibility of the disulde to reducing
agents. We dened two descriptors of embeddedness: LonE,
which describes the number of hydrogen bonds surrounding
the disulde within its b-ladder; and LatE, which species
whether additional b-strands are hydrogen bonded to the
b-ladder containing the disulde. A rigorous set of LonE de-
nitions were developed based on backbone hydrogen bonding
in the vicinity of the two disulde-bonded Cys residues.
Signicantly, we found that some BSD motifs, such as pCSDs,
are b-breakers, terminating b-ladders to give end-sub-motifs;
while others, such as aCSDns, are b-promoters and tend to form
true-BSDs. While LonE inuences the disulde conformation
and hence its (local) torsional strain, LatE is more relevant to
the overall (non-local) strain placed on the protein context due
to the presence of the disulde. LatE is also important for
assessing the accessibility of the disulde to reducing agents,
particularly thioredoxin-like thiol–disulde oxidoreductases.
Our analysis in this work is based on two disulde datasets:
the rst contains all disulde bonds in high and medium
resolution X-ray crystal structures of the PDB; while in the
second, homologous BSDs have been clustered together to give
a normalised (BSD only) dataset. BSDs comprise the bulk of
forbidden disuldes in the PDB (72%). Our rst dataset
contains 9,270 individual BSDs, with 7,422 of these being found
in regular b structure. The second dataset comprises 425 non-
homologous BSD clusters. This second dataset has allowed us
to reduce bias due to overrepresentation of structures of
extensively studied proteins in our analysis, while still allowing
the diversity of protein structures contributing to a BSD cluster
to be assessed. The clustering process has allowed us to identify
several factors which may indicate that a disulde has the
potential to be involved in interesting processes. First amongst
these is the average total torsional energy of the cluster. Disul-
des with higher torsional energies were predicted to be more
susceptible to reduction and therefore more likely to be
involved in redox processes.44 Hence, the theory that BSDs can
confer redox functionality on their associated proteins is sup-
ported by their modal TTE being more than 5 kJ mol1 higher
than for “allowed” disuldes. A high average strain is likely to be
a good indicator that the disulde may be unstable, however
analysis of average TTEs for BSD clusters has revealed that a
relatively low torsional energy (for a BSD) does not preclude
redox activity. Other properties of BSD clusters which may
indicate redox activity include: heterogeneity in the disulde24700 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705conformation or a non-standard disulde conformation being
adopted; diversity in the levels of LonE and LatE observed;
conservation of the disulde in a range of homologous and/or
orthologous proteins; and the presence of reduced structures in
the Protein Data Bank. Detailed data for all BSD clusters will be
reported in forthcoming publications. This data will allow other
researchers to identify candidates for further investigation into
disulde-mediated protein function. It is important to note,
however, that a disulde which does not stand out in terms of
any of these indicators may still be redox active. Further
experimental characterisation of BSDs and other redox-active
disuldes will provide additional insight.Methods
Construction of a reference disulde dataset
In order to identify the diﬀerent disulde motifs adopted in
protein structures, we used data mining techniques to create a
dataset of disulde bonds in protein structures in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB). PDB Archive Version 4.0 (July 2011) was
downloaded from p.wwpdb.org for this purpose. From this
snapshot of the PDB our custom suite of Perl and C programs
Disulde identied all disulde bonds from X-ray crystal struc-
tures with resolutions of 3 A˚ or better. No nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) structures were used as the positions of sulfur
atoms cannot be accurately determined using NMR spectros-
copy due to the extreme rarity of the only sulfur isotope which
has nuclear spin (33S, 0.75%). As our work requires, above all,
accuracy in the modelling of the sulfur atoms, the results of
NMR studies are likely to be detrimental to our analysis. As
there can be errors in the SSBOND records of protein structures,
we wrote a custom Perl program SSBONDcheck to identify all Sg
atoms within each PDB le and calculate all possible Sg–Sg
distances. The equilibrium S–S bond distance is 2.05 A˚.101 We
therefore excluded from our dataset any Cys pairs where the
sulfur–sulfur distance was 1.9 A˚ or less (indicative of errors in
the modelling) or 2.2 A˚ or higher (indicative of a combination of
oxidised and reduced disuldes within the crystal). The latter is
oen the result of radiation damage to the crystal during data
collection.102 While the context of such disuldes is of interest,
it is not possible to use these data as part of an analysis of
disulde energies or conformations as the X-ray data represent
an average of two structures (oxidised and reduced forms). Thus
our dataset of oxidised disuldes contains all Cys pairs with 1.9
A˚ < r(Sg–Sg) < 2.2 A˚. We note that some structures in the PDB
have disuldes which are modelled in more than one confor-
mation or state (ie. two positions are given for some atoms). In
these cases only the rst (most populous) conformation in the
PDB le is used in the construction of our dataset. The nal
dataset consists of 71,337 disuldes from 29,261 PDB les.
The Disulde program suite collates disulde structural
information derived from the X-ray coordinates, as well as
information on domain classications derived from SCOP.91
The structural data includes the Ca–Ca0, Cb–Cb0 and Sg–Sg0
distances and the c1, c2, c3, c20 and c10 disulde dihedral
angles. All of these were calculated from the atomic coordinates
of the N, Ca, Cb and Sg atoms of the relevant Cys residues in theThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
Paper RSC AdvancesPDB le. The dihedral angles were then used by subsequent Perl
programs: TorsionAnalysis, to determine the disulde handed-
ness and conformation; and 3Dinterpolate, to predict the
disulde and total torsional energies (see below).
We have also developed a custom secondary structure clas-
sication program, SecStruct (also written in Perl), to identify
forbidden disulde motifs within this dataset. This program
draws upon the results of other secondary structure analysis
soware such as DSSP,103 which was used to identify hydrogen
bonding patterns in the region of the disulde and to check the
backbone conformations. DSSP uses a simple electrostatic














However, this function is too so with regard to the NH/O
bond distance for our work, resulting in some hydrogen bonds
being predicted with rOH well beyond the sum of the van der
Waals radii. In addition, the lack of any explicit dependence on
bond angles results in some hydrogen bonds being predicted
with poor geometries. In order to obtain more reliable results,
we modied DSSP so that any hydrogen bond predictions with
estimated H/O distances greater than 2.45 A˚, N–H/O angles
less than 125 or H/O–C angles less than 90 were rejected.
This modied version of DSSP (DSSP_Hmod) was used to
generate DSSP_Hmod les for all structures in the PDB which
contain disuldes. These les were queried by SecStruct to
identify the backbone conformation and hydrogen bonding
partners for each disulde-linked Cys residue, as well as for the
six residues before and aer the Cys in the protein sequence.
This code was designed to recognise and account for compli-
cations in the protein sequence such as breaks/missing resi-
dues in the protein chain, multiple residues with the same
residue numbers, sequences with less than the full 12 residues
between the two Cys and Cys close to the N- or C-termini. The
hydrogen bonding partners for each residue in the two Cys-
containing protein segments were used to assess whether they
are hydrogen bonded to each other and, if so, to determine the
relative alignment of the two chains. Subsequently, the
hydrogen bonding pattern between the two chains was
compared with the denitions for each BSD sub-motif (as
described in Section 1) to determine if a BSD was present and
the relevant LonE level. Where a BSD was identied, the pattern
of hydrogen bonding to any strands anking those containing
the BSD was also assessed to determine the level of LatE. The
accuracy of this hydrogen-bonding-based method of assign-
ment was checked manually aer the disulde clustering stage
described below by viewing at least one structure for each
disulde cluster using Swiss-PDBViewer.104 We found the
method to be very robust. Of the 7400 BSDs identied, less
than 30 were rejected upon closer inspection. Most of these
belong to structures of the papain-like SCOP family (e.g. PDB:
1xkg Cys 111 to Cys 151). Although the hydrogen bonding
pattern for these disuldes formally ts the denition of an
end-pCSD (neighbouring a b-bridge), the two “strands” are soThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013twisted with respect to each other that it is not reasonable to
describe them as forming a b-structure. Hence these disuldes
were discarded from the dataset.
Ab initio calculations of the torsional PES and its use to
calculate disulde strain
The relative stabilities of disuldes were predicted via linear
interpolation of a potential energy surface (PES) for torsion
around the three central dihedral angles: c2, c3 and c20. The
construction of this PES is reported in detail elsewhere.11 In
brief, a PES was calculated for the torsion of a model
compound, diethyl disulde, in 10 increments around the
three dihedral angles of interest. Calculations were performed
at the M05-2X105/6-31G(d) level of computational theory with full
geometry optimisations for each data point. Zero point energies
were not included as these are currently too computationally
expensive to calculate for every set of dihedral angles. All
energies are quoted relative to the lowest energy minimum on
the PES. This corresponds to disuldes adopting the spiral
conformation (see Fig. 3B).
The 3D-PES shows how the torsional strain of the disulde
changes with rotation around c2, c3 and c20. A 2D slice of the
PES for c3 ¼ 100 (Fig. 3) gives an indication of the relative
stabilities of the various disulde populations in the PDB.
Energies are described as a heat map, with disuldes in blue-er
regions being lower in energy, and those in redder regions more
highly strained. Blue and turquoise regions correspond to
disulde conformations with torsional energies less than 15 kJ
mol1. Any disuldes outside these regions would be expected
to be highly strained and unstable. In general, a disulde is
most stable when c3 adopts values close to either90, however,
for over 95% of BSDs, c3 is found in the range 85 < |c3| < 115.
Hence, BSD populations were projected onto a slice of the PES
corresponding to c3¼100 rather than the optimal c3 value of
90. The PES was used to predict the torsional strain in c2, c3,
and c20 experienced by each disulde in the dataset. This will be
referred to as the disulde torsional energy or DTE.
In estimating the strain in protein disulde bonds, stereo-
chemical constraints due to interaction between the sidechains
and the backbone must also be considered. Most amino acids
with sidechains adopt one of three low energy c1 (NCaCbSg)
conformations to minimise steric clashes with the backbone: c1
 60 or 180. This results in a staggered arrangement of the
Cb–Sg bond between the trigonal arrangement of the Ca–N, Ca–
C, and Ca–Ha bonds when viewed along the Ca–Cb bond (Fig. S2,
ESI†).106 The eﬀects of strain in c1 and c10 were estimated with
empirical terms from the Amber force eld.107 The sum of the
disulde strain/energy (DTE) and the c1, c10 strain will be
referred to as the total torsional energy or TTE.
All computational chemistry calculations were performed
using the Gaussian03 suite of programs108 on the AC and XE
clusters at the NCI National Facility.
Construction of a non-redundant dataset–disulde clustering
As part of our analysis, populations of the various BSD motifs in
the PDB are reported. To control for selection eﬀects arising fromRSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705 | 24701
RSC Advances Paperover-representation of some proteins in the PDB, we grouped all
homologous BSDs into clusters. Themain tool used to collate the
various structures was SCOP.91 The atle for SCOP release 1.75
was downloaded from http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/
parse/index.html for this purpose. This atle was queried by
our custom program, Disulde, to identify the SCOP code(s) for
the domain(s) in which each disulde is found (or between which
it bridges). In the rst pass of the clustering process, structures
belonging to the same SCOP family (i.e. have the same SCOP code
for the rst ve levels, diﬀering only in the sixth) and adopting
the same disulde motif were regarded as redundant. There are
some cases, however, where a protein has more than one unique
instance of a particular disulde motif (for example, inuenza
neuraminidase has four unique true-aCSDns arranged around
the sialic acid binding site22). In order to split these into separate
clusters, the residue sequence in the region of the disulde, the
numbering of the Cys residues and the number of residues
between the Cys were compared.
Many protein structures are as yet unclassied in SCOP.
Where possible such “orphan” structures were assigned using
the aforementioned properties (residue sequence surrounding
Cys, Cys numbering, inter-Cys distance), along with the
molecular description given on the RCSB PDB website.109 Where
any uncertainty remained regarding an assignment, the orphan
structure was compared with one from the potential adoptive
cluster using Swiss-PDBViewer.104 For structures which could
not easily be assigned to a cluster by the above process, the
protein structure comparison service Fold at European Bio-
informatics Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/ssm)110 and
the 3D similarity function on the RCSB PDB website109 (based on
the jFATCAT algorithm111) were used to identify closely related
proteins with an assigned SCOP fold. We also found the Inter-
Pro112 and Pfam113 databases to be useful tools in identifying
protein folds to which the disulde-containing domain might
belong. The appropriate InterPro signatures and Pfam domains
were identied by searching the UniProt database97 for the PDB
lename. In some cases none of the above processes identied a
protein fold to which the disulde-containing domain could be
assigned. If the protein contained suﬃcient secondary struc-
ture, this was analysed by eye (using Swiss-PDBViewer) and a
domain description similar to that used in SCOP was con-
structed. For some structures this also allowed identication of
a SCOP fold to which the domain might belong. The domain
containing the disulde was compared with the potential fold
matches using Swiss-PDBViewer to determine if the same fold
was present. Even if a SCOP family or fold could not be
assigned, having a description of the protein fold was a useful
tool in determining if two proteins might be related. Finally in
the clustering process, representative structures for each
disulde cluster were compared using a Dali pairwise compar-
ison.114 Any structure pairs with similarity (Z) values greater
than 5.0 were also compared using Swiss-PDBViewer to ensure
that disuldes were not equivalent. A small number of instances
were discovered where disuldes assigned to diﬀerent clusters
by SCOP were found to be in very similar secondary structure
environments. These will be noted in later publications
describing the relevant motifs.67–6924702 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 24680–24705Assessing disulde conservation
To assess the degree of conservation within a BSD cluster, we
rstly used the SCOP database91 to identify the names and
functions of related proteins. In some cases this also revealed
homologous proteins which are not represented by a BSD of the
given cluster in our dataset. This may be because the disulde is
not conserved, or could be due to either the disulde being
reduced in the available structures or a lack of high- or medium-
resolution X-ray structures for the protein. In these cases
comparison with structures where the BSD is present using
Swiss-PDBViewer revealed whether the disulde was conserved.
Once a basic idea of the relevant protein or protein family had
been obtained, the UniProt Protein Knowledgebase,97 available at
www.uniprot.org, was used to extend the structural data for each
cluster to include disulde-containing sequences of related
proteins. Several strategies were used to acquire as many relevant
sequences (“candidate sequences”) as possible. Firstly, text-based
searches were used to identify orthologous proteins. In many
cases it was found to bemost eﬀective to search using the relevant
InterPro112 entry number rather than by a protein or gene name.
This had the advantage of also including homologous proteins in
which the disulde might be conserved. In some cases, however,
the InterPro family contained too many non-BSD-containing
homologs. Where the protein and gene names were also not very
specic, the search facility could not produce a suﬃciently
rened list to allow the disulde conservation to be assessed. In
such cases, the BLAST function was used to identify related
protein sequences to use as alignment candidates.
In order to assess the conservation of the two Cys residues,
the candidate sequences were aligned and compared. Results
from both the SwissProt and TrEMBL sections of the Knowl-
edgebase were used in the analysis, however care was required
with the TrEMBL hits as the data given were not always suﬃ-
ciently informative for our purposes. (For example, there is a
true-pCSD which is found in Pectinesterase A but not in other
Pectinesterases. Unfortunately, for most TrEMBL sequences
there were insuﬃcient data given to discern whether sequences
with no disulde were due to lack of conservation or if the
sequences were not for Pectinesterase A.) We note that the
UniProt Protein Knowledgebase is regularly updated and results
may change as more protein sequences are added. Results
reported in this paper were determined between February and
August 2012. Wherever possible the alignments from the Uni-
Prot sequences were compared with those from eggNOG version
2.0115 (evolutionary genealogy of genes: Non-supervised
Orthologous Groups). The two databases appear to be comple-
mentary, with one oen having sequences for taxa which are not
found in the other. Oen, however, higher level eggNOG
“orthologous groups” contain sequences from homologous as
well as orthologous proteins. In some cases this makes the
alignment too complicated to assess disulde conservation.Acknowledgements
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